lW1 abstraction is a well known issue in denotations1 seinantics. For a special case of typed lambda calculus, PCF,Plotkin showed that the classical model consisting of domains of continuous functions is not fully abstract. Milner constriicted a fully abstract model of typed lanibda calculus syntactically. However, its precise relationship with the classical model was not clear, and hence it remained open whether a fully abstract model can be constructed which is related to the classical model in a pleasant way. In this paper we show that a fully abstract, extensional niotlel of typed lambda calculus can be constructed as a homomorphic retraction of the classical model.
Introduction
Full abstraction has been a well known issue for many years. It arises in the context of the Scott-Strachey denotational approach to Semantics. In this approach each programming construct is given a denotation in a mathematical model. Of course, if the semantics is to be of any use at all, it must have the prcperty that whenever two constructs have same denotations they must behave identically in all prograniniing contexts. However, the converse is difficult to ensure. This demands that two programming constructs have the same denotations whenever they behave identically in all programming contexts. The problem of full abstraction is to construct models having this property. For a special case of typed lambda calculus, PCF, it was shown by I'!otkin that the classical model consisting of domains of continuous functions is not fully abstract. (see [2] ). However, he was able to make the model fully abstract by adding to the language a new programming construct which provided a parallel or facility. On the other hand, Milner was able to obtain a syntactic fulig abstract, extensionai niodei oi typed lambda calculus. ( w r Ill) Unfortunately, the precise relationship of Milner's niodel to the classical model was not clear. Jfence, it remained open if a fully abstract model of typed lambda calculus caii bc constructed which is related to the classical model in a nice way. Here we shall construct an extensional, fully abstract and algebraic inodel of typcd lambda calculus which is a homomorphic retract i o n of the classical model. This provides onc nice semantic characterization of full abstraction for typed lambda calculi.
Typed Lambda Calculus
We axmne some familiarity with typed lainbda calculus and combinators.
Assume we are given a set of ground types. We shall let IC, I C~, I C~ . . . range over thcse ground types. From the given ground types we define the set of functiorial types, r:
1. IC. E J?, if IC. is a given ground type, 2. (a + p) E r whenever a,P E r.
We shall omit ( ) whenever possible. In this case the Thus association of ( ) is taken as from right to left.
a -+ / 3 -+ denotes a -+ (/3 -+ p). \Ne write:
(ul,. . . , u~, T ) assotiation then being from left to right. Thus we shall write t s instead of ( t s ) .
Define f = U L", F = U 7 , where r ranges over the first order types, and B = UB".
We now give an operational Semantics to the above language in terms reduction rules. Each reduction rule intuitively specifies one step of evaluation. Assume that we are given, for every first order function constant f : (q, . . . ,IC,, n), a set of reduction rules of the form:
where ti E Lk3 and b E B . We define a reduction relation -+ on terms as follows:
, where f E 3.
r s --t r s ' ' 5.
6.
We shall denote by A the transitive reflexive closure of -+.
Even though + is not monogenic, it can be shown that the order ol" evaluation does not matter if is 'reasonable'.
We tnrn nrxt to the denotational semantics of L. Assume that we are given, for each ground type n, a ground donlain D" and a type-respecting grounc! seniantics G :
such that all the finite elenients of the ground domains are definable by basic constants, i.e, for each fi-
We also assume that for each f E 7', where r = (nl, . . . , n,, n), we are given a first order continuous function H f such that for all b l , . . . , b,B, (a) A is a homorphism, i.e., A(t 3) = ( A t ) - ( A s ) ,
Again we shall omit . whenever possible, the association being assumed to be frorn left to right. ( 1) This definition differs from the usual definition found in literature which is given in ternis of 'contexts'. We shall see later that the two definitions are equivalent.
A simple model for 1 is the classical model, M = ( P , . , A ) , where the ground domains are the given ones and domains at higher types are inductively defined simply as follows: Da4P = D" -+ DP, where D" --t UP is the domain of continuous functions from D" to Da. The application function . is the usual function application and A is defined as follows: 
Inclusive Predicates

For a type
It is easy tc show that 0 s can be defined equivalently as follows:
2. F o r a t y p e r = ( o l , ..., a,,n)
We shall use any of the two equivalent formulations as convenient. It is easy to show that all 0's are directed complete. Note that (d,e) E 0 can be taken as saying d is weaker than e in some sense . Hence 0 ' can be used to define a natural quasiorder on D'. We say
Let rr be the induced equivalence relation. The equiva-
In this paper we adopt the convention of dropping the type subscripts and superscripts whenever no ambiguity arises. Thus WO shall often write 2, r, [ 1, or 0 instead of L,, y 7 , ]', or 0'. The convention also applies to any definitions we introduce in future.
The inclusive relation 0 and the induced equivalence relation N have many nice properties. For example, r:
Secondly, 5 is a refinement of IZ, i.e., dl C dz iniplies dI 5 dz.
As the D's are assuined to be coniplete lattices it is easy to see that whenever dl 
Let us define a monotonic function, F', on the finite elements of D' :
Let Q' be the unique continuous extension of F'. (Q' can be shown to be the closure of the qiiotient space of D', hence the mnemonic name Q.) Define AQ as follows:
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
AQ(b) = Q ( b ) where 6 is a basic ground type constant.
A Q ( f ) = Q(f) where f is a basic first order function constant.
A Q ( s )
A s ( , , ) = (AQr)(AQs) where r and s are of the appropriate types.
7I=O
Now we can state the main result of this paper: 
M Q
1
As it stand, this theorem is highly nonobvious. It is not even clear that the application in M Q is well defined! That is to say, why should it be the case that whenever d E 
It is clear that a model for L , as defined in the previous
tn).
We say that a K-model, 
Hence, Note that, because for all j , t j E Li, we know that A(ti) E Diu1 which implies 47 o A(tj) = A ( $ ) . Hence; remembering that 0 and A are semantically equivalent, 
there exists c' c such that b dzc'.
Then dl L dp. Algebraicity of M y follows trivially because I Q : / is Before we t u n to the full abstractness of M y let US prove some lemmas. We have proved that AY is a homomorphism.
A,(s). This mcans
A f ( t ) = Q t 0 A(t) = m a a : [ A ( t ) ] , E maz[A,(s)],
C C = Q, o A,(s) = A?
(S).
Thus indeed A y ( t ) L AY(s).
Let us sumniarize what we have proved in this sect,ion.
M;j is a fully abstract, extensional, olgebraic L!,-mode[.
Further Q, ' s are homomorphic retractions; i.e., the the following diagram commutes.
Ai
Li-*
Mi
Of course it is obvious that the above diagram commutes because that is how we defined AY! What is not obvious is that -4 : defined in this fashion is actually a honiomorphism. It is possible to take the other approach; we can define A:? as a homomorphism and then prove that the above diagram commutes. Which approach one takes is a matter of taste but the end result is the same anyway.
It is also interesting to note that not all the finite elements of M,"? at higher types need be definable, which is one of the manifestations of its truly semantic nature. We shall have more to say about this later.
Limit Construction
Xow that we have fully abstract, extensional, algebraic finite models M y the next natural thing to do is to construct M Q as their 'limit'. For this to go through the hf:s must bear some relationship to each other. We want that Q: be in some sense a subretract of Q; if i 5 j . too. Now we calculate:
Thus indeed
We now have, for each r , a monotone sequence:
Q; + Qi . . Q: 4 Q:+i < . . . 
1=0
As Q:(c) N c for every c E Ill, we conclude, from the directed completeness of 0 predicates: As c E QP, we know that c E 0: and hence c E D; Q,c) as the application in M: is well defined.
Hence, as E is a refinement of 5, we conclude that b 5
Then because c N Q3c and 6 (Q,c), we immediately conclude from Lemma 4.1 that AS is a homomorphism, because for every r , s E 2 of appropriate type, On the other hand suppose AQ(t) C AQ(s). Then: Af.j"(n) . This is because
A*(rs) = Q o A ( r 8 )
j=O MQ is also a P-model (i.e. a model for beta-conversion).
For this one has to prove that Thus ( 5 ) could be used as an alternative definition of c instead of the one given in (l), because both of them are now shown to be equivalent. It is surprising how naturally this equivalence follows froin the existence of fully abstract M s . Contrast this with the elaborate efforts taken in [l] to prove this equivalence (Milner's First Context Lemma) . Mjlner could not have taken our approach because, unlike in our case, the construction of his fully abstract model depends upon the validity of the above equivalence. 
Conclusion
Observe that in our fully abstract model M Q not all the finite elements ai the higher type need be definable. We have not tried to come up with a specific finite element which is not definable. But we conjecture this that is the case. Contrast this with Milner's syntactic construction of a fully abstract model for typed lambda calculus, where every finite element is definable. Even when the classical model of continuous functions was shown fully abstract in [2] for PCF enriched with 'parallel or' it turned out that all the finite elements of the model were definable in the enriched language. To our knowledge, this is the Erst model which is fully abstract and whose all finite elements need not be d e h a b l e still. We leave it open to find out the properties which the ground domains should have so that all the filiite elements of M Q are definable. (see articulate domains of [l]) ' We also leave open whether a better semantic characterization can be found when t is known to possess the addtional properties like sesluentiality (see [3] ).
Though we did not show it, the 0 predicates defined in this paper can be used to show that 0 and A are semantically equivalent. In fact such inclusive predicates were introduced in [4] and [5] with exactly this aim in mind: to show the semantic equivalence between operational and denotational semantics. The techniques developed in these papers were mainly meant for the cases when the domains under consideration were reflexive. It should not then come as a surprise it the techniqne developed in this paper could be extended to obtain a semantic characterization of fill1 abstraction even when domains under consideration are reflexive. This ties everything together nicely.
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